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• To provide NTSF with information on the implementation of e-Visa; and

• the Department's state of readiness in anticipation of the lifting of international

travel.

PURPOSE



• Ports of Entry remain the single most important area to contain the spread of COVID-19 into and from

the Republic of South Africa.

• Following the declaration of a National State of Disaster by the Government of the Republic, the

following actions were taken to contain the spread of the pandemic from high risk countries:

• Visa exemptions were withdrawn from high and medium risk countries.

• Non commercial Ports of entry were closed completely, as well as Lanseria International Airport

• Two maritime Ports of entry (Mosselbay and Saldanah were closed for Crew changes)

• The main consideration for closure of Ports of Entry was the absence of Department of Health (DoH):

Port Health at the ports of entry.

• The readiness of DoH at the POE will therefore remain a key consideration for re-opening of Ports of

Entry.

SOUTH AFRICAN BORDER ENVIRONMENT



• Other considerations required to ease the levels of lockdown include:

• An enabling set of legislative and regulatory instruments to manage the spread of Covid-19

• Deployment of adequate resources.

• Adequate and appropriate facilities (infrastructure).

• Protective clothing .

• Standard Operating Procedures (Directives).

• Management of Staff/Organised Labour.

• The Department of Home Affairs works closely with other border law enforcement stakeholders at

Ports of Entry to execute their respective roles and mandates.

• DHA remains responsible for authorized human movement into/out of the Republic and designation

and withdrawal of designation of ports of entry

SOUTH AFRICAN BORDER ENVIRONMENT



• Immigration Act, 2002 and the Immigration Regulations, 2014.

• Disaster Management Act, 2002, Amendment of Regulations issued in terms of

Section 27(2) and Directives that restricts movement into and out of the country.

APPLICABLE FRAMEWORKS



IMMIGRATION AND BORDER LAW ENFORCEMENT MEASURES DURING COVID-

19 LOCKDOWN LEVEL 1 - STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT CYRIL RAMAPHOSA 16 

SEPTEMBER 2020

• Following consultations with provincial and local government representatives, and
drawing on the advice of scientists and engagements with various stakeholders, Cabinet
decided this morning that the country should move to alert level 1. The move to alert level
1 will take effect from midnight on Sunday 20 September 2020.

• In preparation for the re-opening of our borders, South African missions abroad will open
for visa applications and all long-term visas will be reinstated.

• The tourism sector is one of our greatest economic drivers.

• We are ready to open our doors again to the world, and invite travellers to enjoy our
mountains, our beaches, our vibrant cities and our wildlife game parks in safety and
confidence.

• In the next few days, the updated regulations will be published and Ministers will provide
detailed briefings.



• New chapter 6 introduced, dealing with alert level 1 include inter alia:

– Regulation 75: Partial re- opening of borders

(1) The 18 land borders which were partially operational, will be fully operational, and 
the 35 land borders currently closed, will remain closed.

(2) Traveling to and from the Republic is allowed, subject to subregulations (3) and (4).

(3) From 1 October 2020, all travelers from the African Continent and from countries 
outside the African Continent with a low rate of COVID -19 infection and 
transmission, will resume subject to-

(a) the traveler providing a valid certificate of a negative test which was obtained 
not more than 72 hours before the date of travel; and

(b) in the event of the traveler's failure to submit a certificate as proof of a 
negative test, the traveler will be required to quarantine at his or her own costs.
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(4) To temporarily control entry into the Republic from countries outside the African 
Continent, the relevant Cabinet members shall, after consultation with the Cabinet 
member responsible for health, determine in directions -

(a) criteria for controlling entry into the Republic, from such countries with a high 
COVID -19 infection and transmission rate;

(b) the list of such countries with a high COVID -19 infection and transmission rate, 
which list may, from time to time, be amended.

(5) International travel from countries listed as having a high COVID -19 infection and 
transmission rate, will remain prohibited except for business travel which may be 
allowed with the approval of the Cabinet member responsible for home affairs.
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(6) Daily commuters from neighbouring countries who attend or teach at a school in the 
Republic, and who are allowed entry into and exit from the Republic, subject to 
Compliance with protocols relating to-

(a) screening for COVID -19 and quarantine or isolation, where necessary;

(b) the wearing of a face mask;

(c) transportation; and

(d) sanitisation and social distancing measures as per the relevant health protocols 
on safety and prevention of the spread of COVID -19.

(7) All commercial seaports will be opened.

(8) International air travel is restricted to the following airports-

(a) OR Tambo International Airport;

(b) King Shaka International Airport; and

(c) Cape Town International Airport.
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(9) The resumption of services for visa applications shall be determined in 
directions issued by the Cabinet member responsible for home affairs.

(10) The Cabinet member responsible for home affairs in consultation with the 
Cabinet members responsible for health and transport must develop 
International Travel Containment Protocols to be issued in directions, to 
ensure that entry into South African ports of entry will only be allowed 
subject to adherence to ensure COVID-19 positive travelers are not allowed 
into the Republic.

• Specific exclusions:
– The 35 land borders that remain closed.

– Passenger ships for international leisure purposes.

– International sports events.
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IMMIGRATION AND BORDER LAW ENFORCEMENT MEASURES DURING COVID-

19 LOCKDOWN LEVEL 1

Ports of Entry

❖ All ports that are currently closed remain closed (these are all non-commercial ports).

o Services are delivered at the current ports that are operational and traveling confined to these
ports only;

o Ports that are currently closed do not have port health capacity and the absence of these
services undermine health protocols.

❖ All commercial seaports be re-opened.

o Services in the maritime modality are confined to economic and commercial activities only.
o Crew changes allowed at all seaports but no layovers of crew and shore leave for crew is not

allowed.

❖ Opening of the South African Airspace.

Opening of the airspace is a critical requirement to support the South African economy. It is for this
reason that the Department will:
o Allow international air travel into/out of South Africa to support business and economic

activities.
o Restrict and confine international air travel to OR Tambo International Airport (including the

FBO); King Shaka International Airport and Cape Town International Airport.



Visa and Admission Regime.

❖ For persons who need to travel to South Africa – if visa required then they must apply via the SA
Mission

❖ VFS – services for temporary visas will be open (e.g. the categories of student, business, work and
critical skills)

❖ Full services of VFS (Permanent Residence) can commence only if there is a way of managing limited
daily numbers.

IMMIGRATION AND BORDER LAW ENFORCEMENT MEASURES DURING COVID-

19 LOCKDOWN LEVEL 1



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT – EVISA PROCESS FLOW 

The objective of the eVisa is to implement an online
portal for the registration of visas and permits. This
entails to digitally capture and process the following:

• Registration as a user on the portal to create online
profile;

• Capture Photo, Fingerprints and Signature;
• Capture Demographics;
• Scan and submit supporting documents;
• Online payment;
• Automated back office adjudication of high risk

applications;
• Issuing of electronic visa (permit) that can be verified

and viewed on the Biometric Movement Control System
(BMCS).

Phase one (1) of the eVisa system will enable
processing of the Temporary Residence Visa (TRV) i.e.
30 days tourist visas .



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT – EVISA PROCESS FLOW



eVisa  System and Process

Applicant notificationOutcomes Issue of ePermit

For ePermit outcome and Rejection Notice

1. Notify applicant via email
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FPrints
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Doc Images App Form

DHA Official

1. Virtual ePermit
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BASE

Adjudication system view of:-
➢eMCS – History & entry
➢Applicant Check (NPR)
➢Biometrics Check (eMCS, HANIS & NIIS)
➢3rd Party Verification Checks (SARS, SAPS,etc)
➢Previous ID/Passport Application Checks via biometrics 
(assoc. stop lists) (NPR)
➢Existing Visa validation

ACP –
Automated 
Client
Processor

Enable full historic view of 
applicant from date of entry into 
the Republic to date of 
adjudication. 

Electronic Permit/Visa loaded 
onto eMCS upon issue – linked to 
biometrics of applicant.
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Low Risk Application High Risk Application Client Integration

DHA Office / DHA Approved Appointed Third Party or Agent / Mission

1. Scan BQMS ticket
2. Capture Photo
3. Display biometric package
4. Capture & enrol 10p FP

2

Cashier

3

1. Capture Payment 
2. Process payment
3. Issue Receipt
4. Daily Cash-up
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1. Retrieve online application
2. Confirm sup docs
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eVisa Application1

1. Applicant registers on ePermit Portal
2. Applicant captures application online
3. Adobe flexi-form or HTML utilised
4. Selection of permit type
5. Submit supporting docs
6. Online payment (optional)
7. Book for biometric capture (if required)

1. Walk-in

2.Online

1. Self Capture at terminal in DHA office
2. Assisted Office Capture

Biometric Capture 
Station

Risk Engine
Form Capture & BiometricsPayment

6b

➢ Virtual ePermit issued

➢ Virtual ePermit loaded onto eBMCS

6a

87 9 eVisa Verification

1) PoE & Office -
Scan finger-print / PP number / MRZ / QR code 

2) Inspectorate/Law enforcement/Service Providers          
(eg Inland Banks, SAPS, etc)
Smartphone verification
Handheld devices to scan FP / QR Barcode/PP  
Number

3) QR code on printed notification 
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Referral Application

NPR HANIS

NIIS eMCS

Appointed Official

1. Confirm application details
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applicant or confirm attached docs 
(incl. payment receipt; tabbed sup 
doc view)

3. Verify & submit application
4. Sign (signature pad)

(Policy change for sup docs)
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eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - Evisa WELCOME PAGE



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - PROFILE CREATION



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - SIGN IN PAGE



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - DYNAMIC FORM



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - UPLOAD SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - ONLINE PAYMENT



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - BENEFITS OF THE eVISA SYSTEM

• Eliminate manual and tedious processes;

• Reduce the vast amounts of paper currently stored in missions;

• Ensure acceptable fingerprints quality capture at application or port of entry;

• Improve turnaround times for visa applications;

• Eradicate future back record conversion;

• Improve overall security;

• Improve agility through the use of workflows; and

• Improve integrity through the enforcement of business rules.



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - Evisa WELCOME PAGE

• The development of the systems (phase 1) has been completed and the system
was piloted in Kenya 2019 and India in 2020.

• The lessons from the pilot were used to refine solution, and the final 
implementation was July 2020. 

• During the same period the Biometric Movement Control System was tested, as
it works in synergy with eVisa solution.

• The two systems concludes the value-chain transaction in the processing of a
passenger from the point of application to their arrival at a port of entry in South
Africa.

• The payment gateway testing was finalised and released into production but
have not been utilised as yet due to lockdown except on dummy test cases.

• The solution is currently undergoing production testing for stabilization
purposes.



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - PROGRESS OF THE  eVISA SYSTEM

Details of the implementation

• BMCS is being tested at OR Tambo International Airport, using the repatriation
flight plans to process movements

Solution readiness

• Thirteen (13) cases were created for adjudication – see next slide
Thirty (30) additional cases have been created for the Permitting Unit to
continue to stabilise the eVISA solution. The output of this exercise will
enable Immigration Services branch readiness for both assisting applicants and
adjudication

• The processing of movements at OR Tambo will continue and improvements will
be deployed to ensure readiness

• The stabilization is envisaged to complete 2 October 2020, at which the solution
will be ready for full rollout



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - CASES ADJUDICATED SINCE 20 JULY 2020

REFERENCE
NO

CREATEDDATE PASSPOR
TNO

COUNTRYOFIS
SUE

SURNAME GIVENNAM
ES

STATUS INVESTIGATIONSTEP OUTCOME

EPS-GHL 2020/07/30 
15:36

HA3453 DHA CHAKA HAPPY In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 1

Recommend Approve

EPS-GGB 2020/07/29 
14:22

RELEASE DHA BOWERS TONY In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 1

Recommend Reject

EPS-GF4 2020/07/29 
12:58

RELEASE0
2

DHA NTULI DUMISANI In 
Progress

EPS-GF8 2020/07/29 
13:54

RELEASE0
3

DHA KHOZA DUMI In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 2

Proceed to Mission -
Biometric Capture

EPS-GF5 2020/07/29 
13:16

RELEASE0
4

DHA MABASO SAMMY In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 2

Proceed to Mission -
Biometric Capture & 
Interview

EPS-GGF 2020/07/29 
14:39

RELEASE0
5

DHA BOWERS CAROLINE In 
Progress

EPS-GGD 2020/07/29 
14:11

RELEASE0
6

DHA BALA NYIKO In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 1

Proceed to Mission -
Biometric Capture

EPS-GGC 2020/07/29 
14:15

RELEASE0
9

DHA MASA GUGU In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 2

Proceed to Mission -
Biometric Capture & 
Interview

EPS-GF3 2020/07/29 
12:31

RELEASE1
2

DHA MATABI LALY In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 2

Proceed to Mission -
Biometric Capture & 
Interview

EPS-GF9 2020/07/29 
13:52

RELEASE1
5

DHA CHAUKE KHENSO In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 2

Proceed to Mission -
Biometric Capture

EPS-GH5 2020/07/31 
15:45

REQUIRED
6

DHA XIKWAMBA
NI

REQUIRED In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 1

Application Rejected

EPS-GHF 2020/07/30 
14:45

STABILITY
5

DHA SYSTEM STABILITY In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 1

Recommend Approve

EPS-GHN 2020/07/30 
15:55

STABILITY
6

DHA STABILITY STABILITY In 
Progress

ePermit Adjudication 
Adjudicator 1

Recommend Reject



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - eVISA SYSTEM STATISTICS

Since pilot (November 2019 to date) 

• eVisa – 983 cases created 

✓ 54 completed cases (submitted successful and adjudicated)
✓ 383 – stability testing 
✓ 586 – practice applications 

• Movements processed – 1364 movements processed (combination of successful 
production test and real movements) 

o OR Tambo – 515 movement
o Lanseria – 849 movements processed 



eVISA PROGRESS REPORT  - PROGRESS OF THE eVISA SYSTEM

• The Nigeria and China pilots will commence as soon as the borders are open.
These last two pilots will see an increase in applications and the utilisation of
the payment gateway in production.

• These pilots will be followed activation of the system for other countries. Prior
to Covid-19 the plan was to add 10 countries in 2020/2021 and we are
reviewing that plan due to the time lost.



• In line with the NCCC decision, the borders remain closed under lockdown level 2 but will open under
lockdown level 1, inclusive of opening of the airspace. The opening of borders will take effect on 1
October 2020.

• Level 1 will make provision for holders of temporary residence status to be permitted to return to the
country and the issuing of critical skills visas.

• The risk related to the current spread of Covid-19 remains with the movement of people in and out of
the Republic of South Africa. This requires due consideration of the current economic situation, the
health risk posed by “high and medium risk countries (especially where there is a second wave of
infections) and the movement through transit hubs.

• The opening of the airspace is the mandate of the Department of Transport whilst consultation with,
and readiness of the Department of Health will remain a key consideration when deciding which ports
of entry will be open when to allow movement for all potential travelers.

• All health protocols related to COVID-19 must be maintained at the Ports of Entry, DHA offices, VFS
Centres and the SA Missions whilst opening the economy.

• The Nigeria and China pilots on the eVISA system will commence as soon as the borders are open.

DELIBERATION



• It is recommended that NTSF take cognizance of the presentation.

RECOMMENDATIONS



VOTE OF THANKS


